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Abstract  

In order to examine numerical simulation of fire spreading in different kinds of buildings, the present study used a systematic 

review of the literature. For this purpose, studies published between 2010-2022 were chosen that highlighted the numerical 

simulation methods and models. The present study provides key features of FDS (Fire Dynamics and Simulator), CFD 

(Computational Fluid Dynamics) model, and CFAST (Consolidated Model) for the fire simulation process. FDS and CFAST are 

effective in providing numerical simulation, thus useful in predicting fire spreading in buildings. Moreover, software accuracy, 

precision and increased use of the technology are the factors that can help in reducing fire occurrences in buildings. It is also 

found that both FDS and CFAST are effective in providing numerical simulation, thus useful in predicting fire spreading in 

buildings. One of the critical findings of the literature review was that the heat release rate and pyrolysis are the core factors later 

used in numerical simulations by both of these models. However, the use of CFAST is limited due to its inability to show high 

accuracy in all types of buildings and deal with a large number of variables simultaneously. Owing to the focus of study on CFD 

modeling, FDS, and CFAST, the research is limited as it provided a systematic review of the literature related to these models 

only. Hence, it has been suggested that future researchers must consider other dimensions and models related to the fire buildings 

and evacuation process. 
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Introduction 

The progress of architectural accomplishments, as well as building technology, enables the construction of different kinds of 

buildings [1]. Nevertheless, there is a high risk of uncontrollable spreading of smoke within medium-high, two-story, and high-

rise buildings; hence, evacuation of people is at high risk and complicated in such buildings [2]. It is observed that smoke is one of 

the prime causes behind the fatalities in building fires [3]. Examining and analyzing the evacuation from buildings is significant to 

reduce property loss, deaths, and injuries whenever emergency situations arise [4]. Compared to fires in general buildings, fire in 

the super high-rise, medium-high, and two-story buildings have distinctive characteristics [5]: (1) it spreads quickly, (2) boundary 

environments and complex building structures cause-specific fire evolution behaviors, (3) these buildings have several fire 

hazards, (4) fire rescue is challenging and significant time is needed to fight fire, (5) evacuation of people is not an easy task, (6), 

fire causes significant loss and social consequences, hence identifying measures for effectively averting the occurrence, spread, 

and development of fire in these kinds of buildings, ensuring the easy and safe evacuation of people, and limited the property 

damage and casualty is imperative [6, 7, 8, 9]. Nevertheless, studies published between 2010-2022 highlighted the numerical 

simulation methods and models [10-12]. The present study provides key features of FDS (Fire Dynamics and Simulator), CFD 

(Computational Fluid Dynamics) model, and CFAST (Consolidated Model). 

Recent studies have presented several numerical fire models, which are made to approximate and illustrate the phenomena 

occurring in fire situations [13]. These models, according to [14], [15], [16], are based on small-level experiments and are aimed 

to determine the procedures taking place in the extreme fire environment. Calculations and evaluations may be performed using 

physical equations or through the adoption of equations that are linked to software to attain many significant parameters. The 

computer programs presented used are based on different types of models, complex or zone (multiple or single) models 

[17,18,76]. Room volume for zone models is categorized into small areas with constant conditions, where the cold ceiling, flame 

zones, or convection zones may be distinguished. Additionally, one of the most commonly used fire models is the Fire Dynamics 

Simulator (FDS), which works on concepts of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) [17]. Therefore, this method provides a 

significant advantage in simulating fire in different types of buildings. 

According to [18], the concepts of CFD are applied for simulating full-scale story building exposed to a domestic fire. The 

comprehensive numerical simulation of the occurring chemical and physical phenomena allows the examination of the thermal 

behavior, developing flow field as well as fire spreading elements of the construction materials. Likewise, it is observed that FDS 

(Fire Dynamics and Simulator) codes are applied for stimulating multi-component, turbulent, and reactive flow-field development 

in the building. The FDS code is a tool of CFD capable of examining key fire combustion and dynamics, directed at resolving 

practice fire issues. Likewise, [19] mentioned that FDS codes address a type of Navier-Stokes equations relevant for low-speed 

numerically, with a focus on heat transfer and smoke production from fires. 
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Studies have used numerical simulation to explain the fire spreading in buildings; for instance, [20] applied a numerical model for 

estimating the spread of smoke in a medium-high level building under moveable ventilation conditions. A number of conclusions 

were drawn from the study. For instance, it was noted that when the building is closed completely, smoke gets accumulated in the 

staircase, therefore, raising the concentration of dangerous fire gases and increasing the temperature, making it challenging to 

perform evacuation and rescue operations effectively. Similarly, it was noted that the presence of a window towards the roof is 

small to remove gases and smoke from the building effectively. It was recommended that the use of mechanical ventilation is 

important for improving the situation in the staircase.  

 

Methodology 

The use of a qualitative approach is appropriate for this study in descriptively studying numerical simulations used during fire 

spreading in buildings. The quantitative approach, on the contrary, is not compatible with the current study, as it relies on using 

statistical and numerical tools for data analysis and producing causality statements, which is not required in this study [23]. In 

terms of research design, a systematic review is applied, which helps identify, choose, and critically evaluate relevant research and 

collect and analyze information/data from the literature included in the review. The systematic review design is correlated with the 

qualitative approach and, therefore, will help produce comprehensive findings. For data collection, secondary sources are applied 

in which high-quality journal articles are selected from the past 12 years (2010 to 2022). A total number of 10 plus journal articles 

are selected for the review. 

 

Literature Review 

Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) - A Mathematical Model for Fire Simulation 

CFD or Computational Fluid Dynamics utilizes computer analysis for showing how the air or fluid moves all over the surface or 

in space, and in terms of fire engineering, CFD modeling depicts the spread of smoke as well as fire with the help of a detailed 

building's virtual representation [24]. The fire modeling based on CFD usually referred to the mathematical explanations of fire 

dynamics along with chemistry with a form that is appropriate for computer-based solutions.  

The paper of [26] has presented a worldwide risk assessment of fire through the use of fire simulation within underground 

parking. The simulations are carried out using the Fire Dynamics Simulator, a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tool, on a 

three-dimensional model of the parking lot. This sophisticated assessment considers a number of features and aspects, including 

geometry, ventilation apertures (both mechanical and natural), fire detection, and fire suppression elements. The case study's 

output consists of a huge amount of data, including the time it took for sprinklers to activate, maximum temperatures, smoke flow, 

and overall fire progression. The authors' goal is to give a global evaluation of the parking's fire risk based on fire safety 

engineering concepts. In addition to this, the authors have used an estimated heat release rate (HRR) of a maximum of 4MW [26]. 

The CFD equation of energy and momentum was mathematically modeled to simulate the fire. The results of the simulation noted 

that the maximum temperature reaches as high as 965ºC during the fire. Also, it was affirmed that the use of such simulations 

could be highly effective for the designers and architects to ensure that the buildings are designed to be safer. The Fire Dynamics 

Simulator, i.e., CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics), is utilized for conducting this simulation, and parking's three-dimensional 

model is selected for performing these simulations. It was further revealed by [26] that several factors along with parameters, for 

instance, ventilation openings (both natural as well as mechanical), fire suppression, geometry data, and fire detection details, play 

a significant role in effective numerical simulation of fire in buildings. In addition to this, [26] depicted, with the help of an 

extensive array of data, overall fire evolution, the time used for activation of sprinkler, smoke flow, and maximum temperatures. 

The authors' intention in this specific research is towards providing a worldwide risk assessment of fire within parking areas on 

the basis of the principles of fire safety engineering.  

Moreover, [18], in their paper, also utilized CFD for appropriately describing the fire and its influence upon buildings. The major 

aim of the researchers in this study was to examine the gypsum dehydration phenomenon that often becomes the cause of 

structural damage during a fire. The structure is made up of a structural steel frame and gypsum plasterboard wall components. All 

building materials have temperature-dependent thermo-physical qualities. The impacts of gypsum dehydration are evaluated using 

two different modeling approaches: an effective specific heat model and a solid reaction kinetics model; the results are compared 

to a benchmark test case in which no such phenomena are modeled. Lower total heat release rates gas and wall surface 

temperatures are projected when the highly endothermic gypsum dehydration events are modeled, according to the findings. 

Furthermore, the constructed solid reaction kinetics model enables quantitative predictions of gypsum dehydration-induced water 

vapor formation and dispersion phenomena for the first time. The authors simulated the effects of fire on buildings using the CFD 

model, which enabled them to identify the major structural damage and other harms caused. The authors have assumed the 

building to be equipped with timber furniture that becomes the main fire load in various fire cases. Thus, timber becomes the 

major input for pyrolysis in the buildings during a fire and leads to a high HRR. One of the critical aspects adopted in the CFD 

simulation of the buildings is the use of temperature profiles. The study by [18] used a temperature profile to simulate the fire in a 

residential building. The temperature profile can be shown mathematically as: 
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Figure 1: Temperature Profile Used in Simulation [18] 

 

Figure 2: Simulation of Fire in a Building [18] 

Furthermore, another study was conducted by McGrattan et al. [19] that aimed to examine the fire using CFD models. The authors 

used HRR as their main factor for CFD simulation and obtained the results based on this variable. It was noted in the results that 

the increase in the HRR leads to an increase in the flame height of the fire. Therefore, this means that the fire is of a higher 

intensity if it has a higher HRR. Besides this, the authors also noted that the HRR of the fire is dependent on various aspects of a 

building that mainly includes the fire load. As per the study, mass transfer during the fire enhances the rate of pyrolysis, which 

often depends on solid substances like wood, paper, and clothes that act as fuel. Fire is based on air, heat, and fuel, out of which 

the mass transfer takes place due to air and fuel. Fire produces various gases, each of which has a different mass. The transport of 

these gases forms the base for CFD simulation of fire in different types of buildings. The transport of these gases is also linked to 

their speed of movement due to the variance in their density that also causes fire to spread differently in distinguished areas of the 

building. Therefore, the flow of these gases enables the formation of a mass profile that can be modeled to simulate a fire event. 

In another research paper by Kolaitis et al. [27], fire spreading's numerical simulation within a two-story residential building by 

using the CFD modeling is presented. To mimic a full-scale two-story home building subjected to a typical domestic fire, a CFD 

tool is employed. The complete numerical modeling of the happening physical and chemical processes enables examination of the 

emerging flow-field, fire spreading characteristics, and thermal behavior of construction materials. The FDS algorithm is used to 

model the turbulent, multi-component, and reactive flow-field that develops within the building. The building under consideration 

is built using a structural steel frame and drywall technology. Internal and external walls are made up of several layers of gypsum 

board, cement board, and insulating materials. When a gypsum board is exposed to high temperatures, water molecules trapped in 

its crystal lattice are liberated and transported through the board, absorbing energy and so lowering the mean wall temperature; 

this process is known to improve the structure's fire resistance [27]. To appropriately depict the thermal behavior of all building 

and furniture home materials, the real thermo-physical qualities of all construction and furniture house materials are taken into 

account. To simulate the fire, the authors of the study have used C3.4H6.2O2.5 for modeling the pyrolysis. It was also assumed that 

the cooking equipment in the kitchen becomes the main cause of fire in residential buildings. The simulations led to various 

important findings of the fire. One of the critical findings is that after the fire erupts, the kitchen zone becomes untenable very 

quickly as the tolerance time of 7 minutes to 126ºC is reached in a few minutes [27]. It was also noted that the in-depth 

mathematical simulation of the occurring chemical as well as physical phenomena allows the developing flow-field, construction 

materials' thermal behavior, and fire spreading characteristics' investigation. The authors have used an enthalpy profile to simulate 

the fire in the building. The flow of enthalpy in the building is a critical aspect that can be numerically analyzed using the CFD 

model. The two-story building of 152-meter square, which is simulated; the building's behavior of fire resistance is examined by 

considering different alternatives as well as realistic scenarios of ventilation. Temperature predictions and gas velocity are utilized 

for visualizing the developing flow field and for estimating the heat flux to which every element of the building is exposed. 

Predicted temperatures of the wall permit the steel frame's assessment and technique of drywall construction with regard to fire 

resistance. Hence, through the use of this CFD modeling, the fire can be effectively simulated, which enhances the better design of 

the buildings. Furthermore, the research of [27] aimed towards using the CFD model for the analysis of the spread of flame over 

materials in the buildings. The authors studied the growth of fire as well as its spread upon ten-centimeter-thick polyurethane 

foam slabs. A multi-material, multi-layered model was established so as to simulate the spread of flame, and the properties of the 

material were accessed from numerous experiments. The results of the study found that the use of different materials in the 

buildings has a significant effect on the fire spread in the buildings. This spread of fire is measured majorly through the enthalpy 
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and pressure profile that can be modeled using CFD analysis. The use of this CFD method for the spread of fire can help improve 

the safety of the buildings against fire. 

FDS (Fire Dynamics and Simulator) 

As defined by McGrattan [19], FDS is a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method that relies on fluid mechanics and numerical 

calculation to model the fire behavior and predict its outcome. In order to map the evolution of fire, smoke and heat transport are 

considered to be important variables. FDS was initially developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

in 2000, but since then, it has become the most effective type of simulator within the fire community. One of the offshoots of FDS 

is FDS +Evac which largely focuses on the evacuation of a large number of people during the event of a fire. FDS lies on the 

intersectionality of heat transfer, fluid dynamics, and thermodynamics.  

This is highlighted by [28], who studied fire in a single-family dwelling. The aim of the authors was to compare different fire 

simulator models and analyze the suitability of each model. The simulators used by the authors are FDS and CFAST. As per the 

authors, FDS is a field model which is very user-friendly and requires the least amount of energy and technical expertise when 

compared with other simulators. These results are verified by [29], who has simulated the fire using FDS in a shopping mall. The 

temperature and pressure profile are key parameters that are used in FDS to simulate the fire. It can be noted from the results of 

the FDS model that there is an increase in the HRR as time passes after the eruption of fire. 

 

Figure 3: HRR vs. Time Elapsed [29] 

Through the use of FDS, a dynamic temperature profile is developed that showcases the event of a fire in different types of 

buildings. The use of FDS also enables quantifying the fire in the form of temperature, pressure, and enthalpy. Therefore, these 

parameters simultaneously enable a great fire modeling that can be used to identify the sources/threats of fire in a building. 

However, the results also noted that the FDS model is limited due to the lack of validation of the transport equations, and the 

usage of mixture fraction suggests the possibility of a surplus of pyrolyzed gases being burnt. Nevertheless, FDS is a modern 

method to simulate fire and fire data can be fed into FDS, which can then analyze the pattern of fire and evacuation process. 

Hence, through FDS simulation, geometric coordinates, thermal properties, and location of fire sources can be effectively defined. 

On the contrary, the validation of FDS is also proved by [30]. The study is based in Finland, and the experiment is conducted in a 

natural ventilated room. The study points out the need for calibrating the speed of combustion and the velocity of the flame. This 

is imperative for arriving at a validating result, and thus FDS can be recognized as a reliable method of mapping the fire. 

Computational fluid dynamics was employed in this work to simulate an experimental pool fire in a naturally ventilated room. The 

Technical Research Institute of Finland conducted an experiment in which 4.9 kg of heptane were burnt in a room 10 m wide, 10 

m long, and 5 m high with natural ventilation through an open window. This scenario was simulated using Fire Dynamic 

Simulator (Version 6) with various meshes to evaluate the effect of grid size on numerical results. The results observed the 

pyrolysis of heptane and noted that there was an increase in the temperature and HRR as the time passed. Besides this, the results 

also noted that when the grid sizes reduce, the size of the fire grows first and then begins to diminish to an asymptotic value as the 

grid sizes decrease more.  

In another study conducted by [31], the authors apply FDS in a horizontal space like a long tunnel. The study was aimed at 

exploring the impact of length in the spread of fire and evacuation. The authors of the study used FDS on five different scenarios 

to compare airflow velocity and temperature curves. Another critical part of this experimental study was the use of a jet fan to 

control the fire. Therefore, the results of this study are very useful from the perspective of fire safety and simulation. As per the 

results, the authors find out that during the event of a fire, the air temperature remains well below 60 degrees Celsius for the 

temperature range of 100 to 200m, which is tolerable by human bodies. This ensures that the humans can withstand and perform 

the evacuation method effectively while remaining this distance range. Furthermore, the authors confirm the validity of FDS in a 

horizontal length space, and the results obtained through FDS are accurate and reliable. In addition, another important finding of 

the study states that the positioning and spacing of jet fans are critical for the forbearance and survival of the fire extinguisher 

team. 
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In addition to this, another study was conducted by Cicione and Walls [32] to examine FDS. Based on full-scale trials, this 

research creates a Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS) model to analyze fire propagation in informal communities. Fires routinely 

decimate informal settlements, displacing thousands of people, and with more than 1 billion people living in such locations, there 

is a pressing need to better understand and enhance fire safety in these regions. This study also explores the sensitivity of fire 

behavior to the input parameters employed in numerical simulations due to the high levels of uncertainty associated with input 

parameters for informal settlements. It is demonstrated that, depending on the simulation input parameters chosen, spread periods 

between two houses can range from 1 minute after flashover to none at all. The simulations also present that a simplified fire 

spread model for informal settlements is possible, particularly for steel-clad dwellings. However, a significant amount of work is 

required for timber-clad dwellings as the rate at which additional ventilation forms in the simulation for timber-clad dwellings is 

considerably slower than in reality due to the simplifications made [32]. When compared to the experiments, the simplification of 

using heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems to model leakages caused by corrugated flutes showed good 

enclosure fire dynamics behavior, but it created new challenges in terms of the spread mechanism because HVAC systems do not 

allow electromagnetic waves to penetrate in the same way that an opening does. The authors state that although the validity of 

FDS is well established with the small-scale experiments and smoke movement when it comes to adjacent structures, there is a 

comparative lack of evidence and research. This has been taken as a point of departure by the researchers. The correlation between 

gas temperatures and fire development behavior shows a consistent correlation, and FDS has emerged as a good predictor of fire 

behavior. The results also found that the rate of HRR increases for a certain period of time and then begins to decrease after the 

fire erupts. 

 

Figure 4: HRR vs. Time [32] 

The study of [34] has constructed a virtual reality environment to validate the results of FDS. This particular study was set out to 

investigate the fire spread in a closed room. The study is very useful for firefighters and building designers as it confirms FDS as a 

realistic and authentic tool to predict the emergence and pattern of fire, especially in a closed setting. However, the study has 

criticized the application of FDS in a complex environment as it is difficult to generate geometric coordinates. Furthermore, the 

researchers have explained that the prediction of smoke coordinates is difficult to interpret with the movement of fire. However, 

the behavior and pattern of fire movement can be predicted and modeled under an FDS. The model has used furniture like chairs, 

sofa and tables as the main source of pyrolysis in the fire simulation, with values of thermal conductivity and ignition temperature 

assigned to each of them. Besides this, the study has used a combination of factors like ignition time, pressure, MLR, HRR, and 

chemical composition to simulate the fire and build a virtual environment [34]. A 'mixture fraction' model is mentioned by the 

authors for the applicability of FDS, which is largely based on fuel mixing and oxidizing phenomenon. Time and space 

calculations are other important tools identified in the study for the general applicability of FDS. Without these metrics, the 

implementation of FDS, especially in a complex environment, can be deeply flawed, putting at risk human lives. Furthermore, 

since the application of FDS relies on complex mathematical modeling, the prediction of fire and its behavior can be made with 

high accuracy. 

In addition to this, the study by [22] highlights that fire propagation in super-high-rise buildings is critical for establishing 

practical fire prevention and evacuation measures. The fire dynamics simulator (FDS) was used to create a fire spread model, and 

the results were studied for a fire scenario in a single room under various conditions, a fire scenario in different functional places 

under the same parameters, and the spread of fire outside the room. The findings found that the key time for a fire in a shop, 

restaurant, or office to become a safety issue was around 200 seconds. Thus, it can be noted from these simulations of fire using 

FDS that the fire modeling can be very beneficial in evacuation planning of the building as it provides management of the areas 

that are less prone to be affected by the fire. Regardless of whether the fire spread was caused by CO mass fraction or 

temperature, the same sort of fire reached the crucial period required for a fire to become a safety issue faster in an office than in a 

restaurant or shop [22]. In ultra-high-rise structures, more attention should be devoted to fire safety in office spaces. Furthermore, 

visibility was a more significant element in determining the crucial time required for fire to become a hazard than CO mass 

fraction or temperature, and smoke affected the neighboring open region in around 60 seconds. In the event of a fire, the 

temperature of the staircase and its front chamber was always below the human body's tolerance threshold of 60°C. 

Consolidated Model of Fire and Smoke Transport (CFAST) 

CFAST or Consolidated Model of Fire and Smoke Transport is defined as an effective computer program, which is utilized by the 

safety officials, builders, fire investigators, builders, and engineers for stimulating the influence of potential or prior smoke as well 

as fires within a particular environment of the building. CFAST is further viewed as a two-zone model of fire that is used for 
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computing the temperature, fire gases, and smoke's evolving distribution all through the building compartments during an incident 

of fire [35].  

The study of [36] evaluated two different simulation models of the fire, i.e., field models and zone models that are recognized as 

CFD techniques. CFAST is considered a known zone model, which is mostly utilized to model fires within enclosures, and 

similarly, CFX is categorized as a CFD's general-purpose code that is used for several purposes, such as fires modeling. Their 

study considered a tunnel of 80 m 2 rectangular cross-section and 150 m length in order to analyze the velocity profiles along with 

temperature that the fire generated and was placed at a twenty-meter distance by both CFX and CFAST. For conducting 

simulation through CFAST, the tunnel was divided into 1-15 compartments that were of equal size, and the joining of such 

compartments was done by vents or openings, which had similar cross-section like the tunnel/ When the tunnel was divided into 

fifteen equal compartments, the position of the fire source was found at the vent's position and very high temperatures were 

predicted by CFAST. In addition to this, the study noted that the HRR increases with time after the fire erupts and then begins to 

decrease with time. 

 

Figure 5: HRR vs. Time [36] 

Moreover, it was noted that the temperature reaches 404.58 K in 24 min, after which it begins to decline as the HRR also 

decreases. Also, the simulations were conducted by splitting tunnels into compartments of unequal size in which the fire position 

lies at the compartment's center. In order to generate accurate results, it was revealed that fire source location within the 

compartment seems to be an essential factor. However, it was also observed that when the tunnel was split into over fifteen 

compartments, computational difficulty was faced. Thus, the paper of [36] thoroughly studied the temperatures, which CFX and 

CFAST predicted, and it is represented by their predictions that the temperature of the smoke alters with a change in pattern. It 

was further explored that the profiles of the temperature at specific positions are not possible to be estimated by CFAST.  

Further, the research work of [28] provided the assumptions as well as results of implementing three different approaches of fire 

modeling in order to study different accidental fires, which occurred within single-family residences. The approaches of fire 

modeling that were used by the authors in their paper were a zone model, i.e., CFAST, a simplified fire growth analytical model, 

and a field model, i.e., FDS. The fires, which were projected include a fire in a small apartment that was initiated due to the sofa 

ignition, which extinguished because of depletion of oxygen; a fire in a one-story home that occurred because of the 

malfunctioning gas heater; and a fire in a house where the initial location was suspected by no ignition source was known. The 

input towards every single model was kept independent from other used models; however, it was constant with the forensic proofs 

[28]. The fires characteristics' predictions from the model were examined within the context of the forensic evidence for every 

accidental fire in order to make its comparison with the predictive capacities of the models. It was revealed in the study that 

though the distinction occurs within the sophistication of all modeling approaches, the obtained results were comparatively in 

suitable agreement, specifically in the fire's early stages. However, it is noted that the use of simpler models could be done as an 

initial step to approximate modeling less and for confirming the results' magnitude from complex modeling approaches. The 

research's results could be utilized for reaching conclusions relating to the model's complexity, which is needed for explaining a 

specific scenario of fire [28]. Another critical finding of this study was that the CFAST model is limited as it cannot use various 

factors simultaneously to simulate fire in buildings.  

Furthermore, the study by [37] aimed at studying the impact of fire on the structure of the building, for which it used the CFAST 

model. The results of the study noted that the CFAST model was limited to the use of few variables to simulate data as it cannot 

handle a large dataset. The cables' integrity that is placed within the targeted room is significant in the Fire PSA due to the fact 

that CCDP and CDF have faced variations as per the cable integrity's results, which are dependent on the gas temperature 

surrounded all around. The assumptions utilized within the Fire PSA are conservative and specify that all cables along with 

equipment within a room will fail in the case of a fire happening in the room. However, it is important to realistically assess the 

risk of fire with the use of a fire simulation tool, which is considered essential within the Fire PSA. [37] in their work utilizes 8 

pump-rooms in order to examine the cable integrity within the nuclear power plant and utilized zone model of the fire, i.e., 

CFAST. The authors estimated the gas temperature of the rooms' upper layer and performed also utilized an analysis on the basis 

of the model simulations' results for judging the integrity of the cable. As per the results of the analysis, the cable's integrity 

placed within the pump rooms' upper layer is managed, and no thermal damage has occurred. One of the significant findings of 

the study was that HRR is directly affiliated with flame height, which increases with time as fire erupts and then begins to 

decrease. Although the pattern remains the same, the intensity of a fire is dependent on the fire load and pyrolysis. 
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Figure 6: Flame Height vs. Time [37] 

Also, a significant reduction has been observed in the CCDP, which is around half of the original CCDP. An assessment of fire 

safety for all pump rooms through the use of fire modeling tools is found effective in evaluating the fire scenario's consequences, 

developing a realistic model of Fire PSA, and reducing uncertainty. It is further observed that the ANS Fire PRA requirements 

could be satisfied by the fire modeling, and it could be helpful in improving the Fire PSA's quality.  

Results and Discussion 

The systematic review of the literature shows certain features of CFD modeling, FDS, and CFAST. The key findings as reviewed 

in the literature depict (Table 1). 

Table 1. The certain features of CFD modeling, FDS, and CFAST 

Scholars Simulation Method Key findings 

McGrattan 

(2010) 

CFD + FDS FDS (computational fluid dynamics) is a type of computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) that uses fluid mechanics and numerical calculations 

to simulate and predict fire behavior. Smoke and heat movement are 

regarded to be crucial elements in determining the spread of a fire. 

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) 

established FDS in 2000; however, it has already proven the greatest 

efficient form of the simulator in the fire world. FDS +Evac is an 

outgrowth of FDS that emphasizes the rescue of a significant number 

of individuals in the case of a fire. FDS exists at the crossroads of 

heat transport, fluid dynamics, and thermodynamics. Likewise, FDS 

is one of the most often used fire simulator systems. 

Rein et al. 

(2014) 

FDS + CFAST The authors have presented a comparative analysis of various fire 

simulator models as well as an examination of each model's 

applicability. The authors employed the simulators FDS and CFAST. 

According to this study, FDS is a user-friendly field model that takes 

the least degree of energy and technical competence when compared 

to other simulators. 

Khan et al. 

(2017) 

CFD + FDS FDS is a powerful tool, particularly when it comes to excavating 

dense crowds. In addition, the scientists identified FDS as a 

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) that maps the fire-driven fluid 

flow. This means that the fire evolves in a quantifiable way, and the 

data generated from such simulations may be sent into FDS, which 

can then assess the fire pattern and evacuation procedure. The steps 

taken in this investigation are also noteworthy as the researchers 

constructed an input file on which the simulator fire is performed and 

then assessed the outcomes. This is accomplished by collecting 

geometric coordinates, establishing thermal characteristics, and 

determining the site of fire sources. 

Pachera et 

al. (2015) 

FDS The scholars have identified that the rate of combustion and the 

velocity of the flame must be calibrated. This is necessary for 

obtaining a validating finding, and therefore FDS is acknowledged as 
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a credible way of mapping the fire. 

Weng et al. 

(2020) 

FDS During a fire, the overall temperature stays considerably below 60 

degrees Celsius, which is endurable for adult beings. This means that 

humans can endure and carry out the evacuation procedure. 

Additionally, the researchers verify the existence of FDS in a 

horizontal length space and the accuracy and reliability of FDS 

outcomes. One significant finding of the study is that the positioning 

and spacing of jet fans are vital for the patience and survivability of 

the fire extinguisher squad. 

Cicione & 

Walls 

(2021) 

FDS The time it takes for a fire to extend between two localities could 

fluctuate by up to one minute. According to the researchers, while the 

effectiveness of FDS is well proven through small-scale tests and 

smoke movement in neighboring structures, there is indeed a distinct 

shortage of scientific evidence to prove these facts. The scholars have 

used this as a starting point for further research in the current age. The 

relationship between gas temperatures and fire development behavior 

is persistent, and FDS has been proven as a reliable predictor of fire 

behavior. 

Choi et al. 

(2011) 

FDS Scholars have identified that with the combination of AutoCAD and 

FDS, the usefulness of FDS may be substantially increased 

therefore implemented in a variety of situations. 

Tzani et al. 

(2020) 

FDS FDS is a realistic and authentic method for predicting the appearance 

and pattern of fire, particularly in enclosed places. The analysis, 

however, challenged the use of FDS in a complex setting since it is 

tricky to obtain geometric dimensions. Moreover, the authors 

indicated that predicting smoke coordinates is difficult to understand 

in relation to fire movement. An FDS, on the other hand, can forecast 

and model the behavior and pattern of fire movement. The authors 

describe a mixture fraction' model for the application of FDS, which 

is mostly based on fuel mixing and oxidizing phenomena. Other 

essential tools mentioned in the study for the general applicability of 

FDS include time and space computations. Without these criteria, the 

implementation of FDS, particularly in a complex setting, can be 

severely defective, placing lives in danger. Moreover, because the 

application of FDS is based on complicated mathematical modeling, 

fire and its behavior can be predicted with high accuracy. 

Jain et al. 

(2008) 

CFAST The authors have performed a comparative study of the CFAST and 

CFX models to examine the results of fire simulation. It was noted 

that CFAST is more effective than the CFX model as it was 

advanced. However, the CFAST model is also limited as it cannot use 

various factors simultaneously to simulate fire in buildings. In 

addition to this, it was observed that the CFAST model shows similar 

results as previously obtained from FDS models. 

Lee et al. 

(2010) 

CFAST The study aimed to examine the structural changes caused by a fire in 

buildings, for which the CFAST model was used. It was noted that 

the CFAST model shows compliance with the results portrayed by the 

FDS model as HRR first increased and then decreased with time. 

Another important finding was that the CFAST model was not 

effective enough to handle complex simulations. 

Discussion 

The systematic review of the literature shows that CFD modeling, FDS, and CFAST are effective when the numerical simulations 

of the fire spread in a building are measured. As per [19] and [38], FDS has already proven the greatest efficient form of a 

simulator in the fire world. This is also supported by [39,79], who claim that the FDS system has certain numerical algorithms that 

help in calculating the temperature on the façade structures of various buildings. Another research by [4] also provided evidence 

that evacuation from buildings can be increased when effective technologies can examine these aspects. FDS has proven a highly 

flexible and dynamic software with accuracy and precision in the output (results) provided to the experts. Another aspect 

highlighted by [33] and [80] indicates that FDS can be upgraded, and Gomez et al. [41] claim that AutoCAD helps in providing a 

3-dimensional perspective which helps in understanding the simulation process of the fire spread in the building. Prior to this idea 

and innovation, the FDS was mainly giving a 2-dimensional perspective to the experts. These findings are also comparable to the 
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contributions made by [34,81], stating that the virtual reality environment has demonstrated the efficacy of the FDS model. It is 

mainly because FDS with AutoCAD aids in the prediction of fire patterns in closed areas of a building. Eventually, this improves 

the efficiency and the precision of the FDS model for numerical simulation of the fire spread. [31,33,73,82] have also claimed that 

precision is important in FDS numerical simulation as temperature recording can determine the harm that fire spread causes the 

human beings. If the FDS provides accuracy in measurement, the evacuation process can be accelerated, and maximum human 

and property loss can be prevented. These findings have been supported by [42,74,75,83], claiming that FDS precision is now a 

new advancement in the technology mainly supported by the integration of the FDS with the AutoCAD technology. Therefore, the 

FDS is quite precise and accurate when presenting numerical simulations in fire spread in various buildings.  

Similarly, the CFAST model is another CFD method to simulate fire in different types of buildings. One of the key advantages of 

using this method is that it enables the prediction of the spread of fire in a building [37,43,66,84]. Also, it has the ability to 

simulate the channel taken by the fire to spread in a building. Thus, it can be effectively used for finding the potential source of 

fire in a building and mitigating the chances of a fire in the future. On the other hand, the review shows that [44,67,85] have 

highlighted the effectiveness of CFAST. They claim that this software is more suited for big-scale fire spread, mainly because of 

the number of measurements that can be collected and forwarded into the software. Thus a close comparison between CFAST and 

FDS shows that both of these models are extremely advantageous to the accurate collection of trustworthy data and simulation of 

fire in different types of buildings. FDS is essentially a simulator based on computational fluid dynamics, which is used to do 

numerical computations to predict fire behavior. It is also reasonable to suggest that FDS and CFAST have acquired global 

popularity owing to their accuracy and efficiency [68,69,70]. Therefore, it can be concluded that FDS and CFAST models are 

highly effective in getting numerical simulations of the fire spread in various buildings. Moreover, software accuracy and 

precision, increased use of the technology are the factors that can help in reducing fire occurrences in buildings [45,46,71]. When 

the numerical simulations provided by the software are timely considered, fire occurrences in buildings can be minimized, and the 

evacuation process is accelerated. Finally, it can be concluded that CFD modeling, FDS and CFAST are highly effective in 

predicting fire spreading in buildings [47,48,72]. However, it has been noted that FDS has the greatest popularity in fire 

simulation of the buildings as compared to other buildings.  

Moreover, it was noted during the literature review that numerical simulation of fire in buildings is significantly dependent on 

pyrolysis and heat release rate. The use of the FDS model enables the experts to perform complex fire simulations more 

effectively [49,50,51]. Heat release rate when used as the major factor in the FDS model to simulate a real fire condition. In the 

case of buildings, simulation is majorly based on the pyrolysis of materials like wood, paper, and clothes. On the other hand, the 

simulation of fire using the CFAST model is limited in the case of complex events as this model is not able to cater to a large 

number of variables simultaneously. During the literature review, it was noted that the CFAST model is more effective in simple 

fire scenarios as they can be easily simulated and modeled [52,52,54]. Nevertheless, the heat release rate is still considered to be 

the core variable in both of these models for fire simulation. The results of the simulations FDS and CFAST model displayed that 

the heat release rate increases with time to a certain point after the fire erupts. However, after reaching a maximum, the heat 

release rate begins to decline with the increase in time [55,56,57]. This is one of the major findings of the literature review as it 

forms a basis of numerical fire simulation of different types of buildings. Therefore, this finding can be used to develop more 

effective and efficient models for fire simulation. Nonetheless, it must also be noted that different events of fires and different 

types of buildings lead to distinguished values of the heat release rate and different amounts of time required to reach the 

maximum and minimum [58,59,60,61]. The maximum value of heat release rate in a fire scenario is dependent on the type of 

material latest consumed as the major fire load in the building. Therefore, during the simulation and modeling of the fire in 

buildings, it is important to consider different materials and determine their impact on the fire [62,63,64,65]. Hence by using these 

findings, the numerical fires simulation of different buildings can be enhanced two obtain more accurate results. 

Conclusion and Recommendations  

 

Conclusion 

The present study was based on the aim to examine numerical simulation of fire spreading in different kinds of buildings. For this 

purpose, the paper focused more on mid-story and high-story buildings. Therefore, it also emphasized the ways through which 

numerical simulation is useful in predicting smoke, temperature, and heat flow during a fire in the building. Considering it in 

view, the present study had three core objectives including (i) to analyze the effectiveness of numerical simulations including 

CFD and FDS during fire spread in buildings, (ii) to assess factors and measures which can assist in reducing fire occurrences in 

buildings, and (iii) to examine which of the numerical simulations is useful in predicting fire spreading in buildings. In this 

context, numerous contemporary projects have provided numerical fire models that are designed to demonstrate and explain the 

events that occur in fire conditions [13]. According to [14] and these models are founded on small studies and try to define the 

operations that take place in an intense fire setting. In this regard, calculations and assessments can be accomplished using 

physical equations or by employing equations associated with the software so that certain critical parameters can be 

obtained.  Researchers have employed numerical simulation to assess fire spread in buildings. In this regard, one research by [20] 

employed a numerical model to estimate smoke dispersion in a medium-high level building with flexible ventilation. It showed 

that when the building is entirely closed, smoke accumulates in the stairway, growing the number of harmful fire gases and 

increasing the temperature. As a result, successful evacuation and rescue activities become difficult and challenging.  Despite 

having models such as FDS that could measure the fire temperature, a study was needed to analyze the fire spreading in various 

building structures. This necessitated having a study that reviews the previous techniques and methods mentioned by the scholars 

and presents the best numerical simulation of fire spreading in different kinds of buildings. 
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The literature depicted that a lot of studies have focused on the FDS models. This included depicting the NIST formed the FDS 

model, and it lies on the intersectionality of heat transfer, fluid dynamics, and thermodynamics. Contrary to this, [29] have also 

supported that FDS is a remarkable tool helping in the evacuation process. [30] supports the effectiveness of FDS in Finland and 

proves that it is a reliable and valid way of mapping fire. [33] also, exhibit that the conventional FDS model can be boosted when 

new approaches such as AutoCAD with FDS are implemented. [34] the virtual reality environment has also proven the 

effectiveness of the FDS model. It helps in predicting the pattern of fire in a closed setting. In addition to this, it was noted that 

when the FDS model is used to mimic a real fire, the heat release rate is a crucial element. Building simulations rely heavily on 

the pyrolysis of materials such as wood, paper, and clothing. The CFAST model, on the other hand, is restricted in its ability to 

simulate fire in complicated situations since it cannot cater to a high number of variables at the same time. The CFAST model is 

more successful in basic fire scenarios, according to the literature review, since they can be easily simulated and modelled. 

Besides this, it has also been noted during the study that the HRR increases with time after the fire erupts, after which it begins to 

decrease when it has reached a maximum value. 

In light of the stated research aim and objective, the study took a qualitative technique that relied on non-numerical instruments 

and presented a full and in-depth investigation of the research topic. The application of a qualitative technique was suitable for the 

research because it descriptively investigated numerical simulations employed during fire spread in buildings. The quantitative 

approach, on the other hand, is incompatible with the current study since it focuses on statistical and numerical techniques for data 

interpretation and generating causality cases, both of which are not necessary for the present investigation. In terms of research 

design, a systematic review is used, which aids in the identification, selection, and critical evaluation of relevant studies as well as 

the collection and analysis of the data from the literature contributed by the researchers.  Since the systematic review design is 

linked to the qualitative approach and aid in the development of extensive insights, the present study employed it. Secondary 

sources used to obtain data, including high-quality journal publications from the previous 12 years, are chosen (2010 to 2022). In 

terms of inclusion criteria, only publications and journals published in the English language with public access were included in 

the present study. Moreover, no articles older than 2010 were chosen; therefore, publications between (2010-2022) were selected 

for the present study. A thematic analysis technique was employed used to examine the information, which is commonly used in 

qualitative studies and aids in the study of secondary data by recognizing and understanding various concepts in the study. The 

systematic review of the literature shows that scholars have regarded CFD modeling, FDS, and CFAST as highly effective tools 

when numerical simulations of the fire spread in a building are measured. The results show that FDS is highly effective in getting 

numerical simulations of the fire spread in various buildings as compared to CFAST. Moreover, software accuracy and precision, 

increased use of the technology are the factors that can help in reducing fire occurrences in buildings. When the numerical 

simulations provided by this software are timely considered, fire occurrences in buildings can be minimized, and the evacuation 

process is accelerated. 

Limitations of the study  

The present study is based on a systematic review of the literature to examine numerical simulation of fire spreading in different 

kinds of buildings. It has mainly reviewed the FDS, CFAST and CFD models. The study does not consider any other aspect than 

discussing the numerical simulation of fire spreading in various buildings based on the above-mentioned models. Likewise, the 

present study is limited as it only provides insights into the factors and measures which can assist in reducing fire occurrences in 

buildings and the effectiveness of the CFD and FDS models during fire spread. The study does not provide any statistical 

calculation or correlation between these models when considering the fore spread in various buildings. Moreover, the study does 

not employ primary data, adding responses from the experts and scientists to get their perspectives about the effectiveness of these 

models.  

Recommendations  

Owing to the limitations of the present study, it is suggested that future researchers must consider other dimensions and models 

when studying fire spread in various buildings. Future researchers must consider more tools and models than FDS and CFAST 

when numerical simulations are examined within the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). It is suggested that future researchers 

should also focus on wildfire regions other than America and Australia when numerical simulations of fire simulations are 

studied. Likewise, the research comprising case study analysis or a mixed-method approach that considers both qualitative and 

quantitative data analysis can be conducted in the future. Thus, future research should look into other areas of numerical 

simulations and models than FDS and CFAST. 
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